**SPY-MNBLTGIP4 / SPY-MNBLTWIP4**

**CCTV SECURITY CAMERA**

**PRODUCT OVERVIEW**

Installation is even faster with our next generation, Spyclops IP bullet cameras! A single hex screw allows you to adjust the camera position quickly. Just mount the camera, loosen one hex screw to move into the desired position, tighten it and you’re done! The 2.8 fixed lens offers exceptional ultra-wide angle view. These IP cameras have built in POE and are compatible with most surveillance NVRs on the market. An improved, cleaner design has a lower profile chassis with a smoked infrared LED cover. The 4 MP image sensor provides crystal clear, high definition, (2560x1440), 1080p picture quality.

- ONVIF compliant IP camera
- 2.8 Fixed lens
- 1/3" OmniVision 4MP CMOS sensor
- HISILICON DSP, wide dynamic range
- Main stream: 4MP@20fps/3MP/1080P @ 30fps
- Built in POE
- Adjustable sunshade
- IP66 water resistant
- IR LED's for up to 30 meters at night